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 for CC is the first to get patch 1.1.4. I am a new here. I just want to share something and I do hope that this thread doesn't go in the spam section. I hope this thread will get better in time. The Trainer store is down again, but since it appears to be a server issue, it will take some time to fix. We apologize for the inconvenience. We're working to get it fixed as soon as possible. CCbot issues While we
have been able to fix the Trainer bot attacks that were causing them to not be able to successfully log in, we also have a very few issues that are causing the bot attacks to fail and this can cause them to be logged in incorrectly. This isn't an immediate fix, and we don't have any plan to fix this as quickly as the Trainer bot attack issue. However, in the next few hours, we plan to make a small number of

balance changes to make the CC bot attacks more resilient to the issues that they currently face. We plan to make the following balance changes: -Normal CCbot attacks will not be able to spawn off of a CC bot attack that is under a second cooldown. This is due to a timing issue where they can go too fast and the cooldown will not trigger. We are not entirely certain why this issue is happening, but we
believe that it is causing the issue with the Trainer bot attacks. -Trainer bot attacks will not be able to spawn off of a CC bot attack that is under a second cooldown. This is due to a timing issue where they can go too fast and the cooldown will not trigger. We are not entirely certain why this issue is happening, but we believe that it is causing the issue with the Trainer bot attacks. We hope this will help

to fix the Trainer bot attacks and the CCbot issues. Whale-free Whale Combo damage Due to an oversight, Whale Combo was unintentionally adding an extra damage roll to Whale Combo, even on single roll targets, to ensure that the kill was guaranteed. This is no longer the case. This change will be coming in an upcoming patch. Counter-energy attacks will be a bit weaker We are reducing the
Counter-energy attacks' damage, but the damage is still high enough that they are doing their intended job. We apologize for the inconvenience caused by the CCbot issues and the Whale Combo issues. We hope to have a fix for both problems 82157476af
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